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Abstract

The importance of confinement for obtaining a unitary high-energy limit for QCD

is discussed. "Minijets" are argued to build up non-unitary behavior—when kx >

A is imposed. For minijets to mix with low kx Pomeron Field Theory describing

confinement,and give consistent asymptotic behavior, new "quarks" must enter the

theory above the minijet transverse momentum scale. The Critical Pomeron is the

resulting high-energy limit.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently—at this conference in particular1 —there has been much enthusiasm for

the idea that "minijets" or "semi-hard processes" in QCD can describe a major part of

the total cross-section. The energy dependence of many bulk quantities is to be explained

by (extended) perturbative QCD calculations.2 My point of view is that this may well be

successful phenomenologically over a limited energy range—indeed I shall argue in favor of

this by the end of the talk.

On a theoretical level I disagree very strongly, however, when it is argued2 that such

calculations of semi-hard QCD processes can be extended to a complete, theoretically self-

consistent, asymptotic high-energy theory using reggeon diagrams3 (or a related formalism).

A major purpose of this talk will be to argue that (to the extent it can be defined) the

resultant theory violates unitarity. My claim will be that confinement is absolutely essential

for the unitary u;gh-energy behavior of QCD.

In effect I shall argue that—at present energies—the minijet phenomenon lies above

the transverse momentum cut-off below which confinement is vital and Reggeon Field Theory4

should be used. I will then go on to argue that at asymptotic energies minijets can merge

smoothly with low transverse momentum Pomeron Reggeon Field Theory (and so give a

consistent asymptotic theory) only if "new quark states" enter the theory above the mini-

jet transverse momentum scale. The resultant asymptotic theory is the Critical Pomeron5

—which Bartels6 has also suggested is the most likely consistent asymptotic behavior of

QCD.

The talk is divided into six Sections. The first Section describes the expectations

for the Pomeron in a confining "string-like" theory, while the second Section contrasts this

with what is obtained in perturbative QCD. We begin with calculations in the leading log

approximation, moving on to the odderon and other higher-order phenomena, including

the arguments that "Froissarton" (Froissart-bound saturating) behavior occurs. The third

Section argues that the Froissarton, or rather multi-Froissarton states, inevitably violate

t-channel unitarity. We then suggest that to obtain consistency with unitarity we must

understand better the relationship of the perturbative calculations to confinement and argue

that this requires a closer study of the regularisation of the theory.



In Section 4 we very briefly outline how the infra-red regularisation of QCD using

the Higgs mechanism (which, of course, preserves unitarity) produces reggeised gluons with

properties close to the confinement Pomeron we are looking for. Section 5 outlines how

the infra-red limit involved in removing the "Higgs sector" can be analysed and how in the

presence of massless quarks a form of confinement arises from infra-red divergences. A very

important consequence of this form of confinement is that the "multiperipheral" properties

of reggeised gluons are transferred to the Pomeron as we would like. The final Section

summarises the resulting relationship between the Criticality of the Pomeron, the number of

flavors, and the transverse momentum cut-off. We then discuss the implications for mini-jet

cross-sections and for the possible existence of new (higher color) quark states above the

mini-jet scale.

Section 1. Expectations from Confinement for the Pomeron

If we have any idea of how confinement will act in producing a dynamical solution

of QCD in the Regge region it is that there will be an effective string theory (of flux tubes)

with the Pomeron as a closed string.

hadron

hadron
Pomeron

closed string

hadron

I
open
string

hadron

In such a theory we expect

i) a spectrum of isolated (integer-spaced) Regge poles

ii) sharply cut-off transverse momenta

iii) the Pomeron is the leading isolated Regge pole in the vacuum channel, which because

it is a closed string excitation is even-signature. This implies that there is no odderon



The only way to obtain a rising total cross-section in this context (given that the

Froissarton violates multiparticle f-channel unitarity as discussed below) is to have a Pomeron

with intercept one-—the Critical Pomeron.5 If the Pomeron is Critical the accumulation of

multiple Pomeron exchanges effectively overcomes the transverse momentum cut-off at high-

energy and there could be a match with perturbative QCD hard processes at large transverse

momentum.

Section 2. The Contrast with Perturbative QCD Results

In the leading logarithmic approximation (LLA) in QCD the Pomeron is identified7'8

with the iteration of two-gluon exchange (assuming that hadrons can exchange any color

zero combination at zero transverse momentum)

Pomeron =

This sum generates7 a branch-point in the j-plane at

which violates s-channel unitarity i.e. the Froissart bound. (There is also a branch-point in

the i-plane at t — 0 which is inconsistent with confinement.) The branch point at j = j{2,g)

can be thought of2 as due to "mini-jets" since it arises from a divergence at (relatively)

large transverse-momentum, there is no dynamical transverse-momentum cut-off.

Asymptotic freedom has been argued to turn this branch-point into an accumulation

of Regge poles.8 However,if the renormalisation group is used to analyse any specific set of

diagrams, the ultra-violet cut-off produced by the running of the coupling is replaced by an

infra-red divergence and the branch-point remains.9 This implies that an understanding of

the infra-red region (and therefore confinement) can not be avoided in determining the exact

nature of the "Pomeron" singularity.

Beyond the LLA more problems arise

i) 3-gluon exchange gives an odderon singularity10'11 at



1
1 + -> odderon

ii) 4-gluon exchange gives11 a singularity at an even higher value of j i.e.

in the even signature "Pomeron" amplitude.As a result we can not develop a reggeon

diagram formalism in any consistent approximation e.g. to look for a 3 Pomeron vertex

we would consider (in first approximation)

I < j=j(2,g) > I

| 1 | —/_> factorisat ion
| 1 |
I 1 I 1 -/-> 3 Pomeron vertex

1

I < j=j(4,g) > I I < j=j(2,g) > I

rapidity->

On the first rapidity interval we see the 4-gluon Pomeron while on the second interval

we see 2-gluon Pomerons. This further complicates the fact that neither "Pomeron" is

a Regge pole and makes any attempt to extract a vertex function using factorisation

properties hopeless!

iii) in general we expect 2N gluon exchange to give an even signature singularity and

2N + 1 gluon exchange to give an odd-signature singularity with

j(2N + 2,g)> j(2N + l,g)> j(2N,g)

So the "bare Pomeron" is an unbelievably horrible mess in the j-plane in both signa-

ture amplitudes—all generated from the (relatively) large transverse momentum region

involved in minijet production. Clearly this spectrum bears no relation at all to the

spectrum we have anticipated from a confining theory. Yet it is what we will get if we

proceed straight-ahead with "minijet" calculations!

The best we could hope for2 would be that s-channel iteration of this "bare Pomeron"

produces a "Froissarton", that is
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— I bare Pomeron.I —

— I bare Pomeron I —

— I bare Pomeron I —

? 2
> Froissarton = cross-section -> C(ln s) [s -> inf ini ty]

Even if the definition of the bare Pomeron could be separated from the definition of the

above s-channel iteration process in a well-defined manner,we would still have to make sense

of a f-channel sum of processes of which the simplest is

|-IFroissarton|-

-|Froissarton|-l
. I

I
|

-|Froissarton|-|

-1Froissarton|-

This is where multiparticle i-channel unitarity (in the jj'-plane) tells us we can not succeed.

Section 3. Unitarity Violation by Multi-Froissarton States

Multiparticle ^-channel unitarity gives directly a set of coupled discontinuity equations12'13

—Reggeon Unitarity—for a j-plane singularity and the (j'-plane) thresholds it necessar-

ily generates. These equations must be self-consistently solved for a Froissarton—or any

"Pomeron" singularity passing through j = 1. This has never been done for the Froissarton

(only for the Critical Pomeron). Specific forms of the Froissarton have been shown14 to

violate reggeon unitarity and the problem is generic. Reggeon unitarity implies there must

be multi-Froissarton singularities, but since the Froissarton is a j-plane branch-point there

is no well-defined way to write the multi-Froissarton phase-space.

"Multi-reggeon states" are analogous to multiparticle states in that they are only

well-defined if the component states can be appropriately isolated. In normal space-time

the requirement that particles can be isolated implies that they correspond to poles in

momentum-space. The analogous requirement of isolation in rapidity and impact-parameter

space implies similarly that component reggeon states must be Regge poles.



The individual expanding discs in a multi-Froissarton state can not be separated (in

rapidity and impact-parameter space) in any well-defined manner. This is a deep reason

why Froissarton high-energy behavior can not satisfy a multi-reggeon unitarity condition

and why the Critical Pomeron is the only known unitary description of asymptotically rising

total cross-sections. Of course, Froissarton behavior is perfectly fine over a limited range of

Ins.

To understand how unitary high-energy behavior can arise in QCD we must under-

stand how something closer to the confinement picture of the Pomeron can arise starting

from perturbation theory. To this end we must consider how we regulate the theory much

more carefully. We begin with the only infra-red regulator which preserves unitarity for all

orders sums—that is the Higgs mechanism.

Section 4. Multiperipheral "Reggeised" Gluons in

Spontaneously Broken QCD

If we add fundamental representation scalars to a gauge theory and utilise the Higgs

mechanism as an infra-red cut-off, the general principle of "compiimentarity"15 ensures that

this infra-red "regulator" can be smoothly removed and the pure gauge theory recovered

provided that an ultra-violet cut-off is present throughout. To regulate QCD we therefore

begin by adding two color triplets of Higgs scalars. With this Higgs sector the full Higgs

mechanism will break the SU(3) gauge symmetry to a global SU(2) symmetry. The 8 gluons

become massive and give (as a 3 x 3 SU(3) matrix) the following global SU(2) representations

oo* o = SU(2) t r i p l e t

o o * * = 2 SU(2) doublets

* * x x = SU(2) singlet

Many leading(and non-leading)-log calculations16 have shown that all of the massive gluons

are reggeised in perturbation theory. In addition all existing calculations show that the

leading power behavior and all powers of In s are reproduced by isolated (gluon) Regge

poles and their associated Regge cuts—to any finite order of perturbation theory. Reggeon

diagrams completely describe the perturbative Regge behavior9 . There should also be no

problem extending this statement to all orders sums provided that k? < A and we take



sufficiently small gluon masses.

In the (colored) gluon channel there if a DYNAMICAL transverse momentum cut-off

e.g. for reggeon diagrams

__ + \ + / " > 0
| l__ \ /
l__l (k-> infinity)

Also the (gluon) reggeons satisfy a multiperipheral bootstrap equation7'16

2
__ I I

Disc __| |__ = \ I I __ I __ I __ I I
L.I /_ I I I I I I L_ ..._l I I I I

a l l I I L . I l__l L_l I I
s ta tes | I

So spontaneously broken QCD is described by (massive) gluon reggeon diagrams and

the gluon has all the properties we would like for the Pomeron. The big challenge from our

point of view is to understand how pure confining QCD can be reached from this starting-

point—as complimentarity implies should be the case. We would like to understand how

it is that a Reggeon Field Theory of interacting Pomerons (where the Pomeron has all the

properties associated with confinement discussed in Section 2) can emerge from the gluon

reggeon theory which describes the spontaneously broken theory. Ideally the multiperipheral

properties of the reggeised gluons would be transferred directly to the Pomeron in this

process.

We shall argue in the next Section that a careful analysis of the infra-red limits

involved in removing the Higgs sector is the key to the understanding that we are seeking.

Section 5. Infra-red Analysis with Massless Quarks and

Confinement

We now consider explicitly the removal of the Higgs sector providing the gluon masses.

We do this in two distinct limiting processes (initially keeping fcx < A throughout) as follows.



i) We first decouple just one of the Higgs triplets.As a consequence an SU(2) triplet of

massive gluons (the o-gluon triplet in the 3 x 3 matrix above) goes to zero mass and

SU(2) gauge symmetry is recovered.

ii) We then decouple the second triplet. This recovers the full SU(3) gauge symmetry

with all remaining massive gluons (and the i-gluon in particular becoming massless in

the process.

The two limits are governed by quite distinct physics,which is why it is important

to separate them. Limit i) is dominated by the (reggeisation) exponentiation of infra-red

divergences and the emergence of confinement. Regge pole asymptotic behavior arises in the

form

and this is clearly an exponentiation of infra-red divergences (which does not occur in an

abelian theory such as QED).

The controlling factor for the exponentiation is actually Reggeon Unitarity. A detailed

analysis shows that this requires almost all reggeon diagram divergences to exponentiate to

zero. The only possible exceptions (when Mi —» 0) are reggeon configurations such as

A A A / massive SU(2) singlet x-gluon

} massless o-gluons in an SU(2) singlet

In this case the scale-invariance7'11 of the o-gluon interaction produces a non-exponentiating

divergence if

a) the o-gluons are in an "anomalous configuration" which has no reggeon interaction

with the x-gluon

b) the o-gluon configuration couples at kj = 0 to some (non-gluon) states in the theory

a) implies that the o-gluons must form an "anomalous odderon" with r = — \,C — 1

(c.f.the anomaly current Ka —• tabcd^jkA^A^Af + •••). b) then implies that massless quark

(anomalous) states must be present in the theory.
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The final outcome of our analysis is that the infra-red divergences, generated by the

"anomalous-odderon" configuration coupling to massless quarks, produce a reggeon conden-

sate. The resulting spectrum of reggeon states is just what we expect from confinement. (It

may provide some illumination of the physics involved if we say that the confinement we find

can be viewed as due to a generalised winding number condensate arising from regularisation

of the massless quark sea and compare this directly17 with confinement in the massless

Schwinger model). We find a Pomeron

A A A / "multiperipheral gluon"
Pomeron = } 4 gluons (minimum)

in reggeon condensate

and also hadrons

= quark or
meson = baryon = anti-quark

The Pomeron is in the "Super-Critical" phase18 characterised by

1) the Pomeron trajectory is degenerate with a vector trajectory (in this case the a:-gluon)

2) there is a Pomeron condensate (in this case the generalised winding number condensate)

According to our analysis the second limit—ii) above—does not generate any further

infra-red divergences but rather all potential divergences are absorbed into the critical be-

havior of the Pomeron. Note that for small Mi we can use a linear approximation for the

gluon/Pomeron trajectory i.e.

j /
_L_/_ t

2 | / \ 2
1 - «ff (0) = a' M 1/ M

2 Qff(0)/ 2
/I



This shows that the "infra-red limit" equivalent to restoring the SU(3) gauge symmetry i.e.

M2 —> 0 is indeed (at least formally) the same as the Critical limit for the Pomeron i.e.

o»(0) -> 1

It is at this stage that the significance emerges of the ultra-violet transverse momen-

tum cut-off A (which we have so far imposed throughout our analysis).If the Pomeron is

Critical at some finite value of A then increasing A above this value (while keeping all other

parameters of the theory fixed) actually moves the Pomeron sub-critical—A is a relevant

parameter!

To have a simple relationship between the restoration of SU(3) gauge symmetry and

the Criticality of the Pomeron we must remove A before taking limit ii). This requires that

we have a dynamical cut-off in the theory. In fact it requires asymptotic freedom for both the

gauge coupling and the Higgs self-coupling when a color triplet Higgs is added to QCD.This

is possible only under the very special condition19 that the asymptotic freedom constraint

on the number of quark flavors is saturated.We can summarise the implications of this as

follows.

Section 6. Summary of Results -Implications for Minijets

The above analysis implies that if Nj is the number of quark flavors then either

a) Nj = 16 - in this case the high-energy behavior of QCD is unitary - it is the Critical

Pomeron or

b) Nj < 16 - the Pomeron describes k? < A and for all A > some Ac is sub-critical

which implies that the total cross-section for low kr processes goes to zero asymptotically!

This is clearly a striking conclusion since it implies that if perturbative QCD (mini-

jets) describes kx > A then apparently the large transverse momentum region dominates

asymptotically and we obtain a non-unitary theory.

Experimentally Nj = 5 (or 6) and we seem to have large, increasing, minijet cross-

sections well-described by perturbative QCD!! Therefore unitarity can be reinstated asymp-

totically only if new quark states with (fcj) > A eventually enter the theory and unitarise

the high-energy behavior.

10



If we consider conventional quarks then it is very hard to understand why new flavors

would have a significantly higher transverse momentum scale and also why they would have

a major impact on the high energy behavior of the theory. However,higher-color quarks are

naturally associated with a larger momentum scale20 in QCD via "Casimir Scaling" i.e.

R = color representation, C = Casimir,
CR(Q2

R) ~ 1

QR — dynamical momentum scale

In this case it would be consistent that at "low-energy" color-triplet quarks with QR > kj >

A are described by perturbative QCD physics, while for JCT < A Pomeron Reggeon Field

Theory is required. As the energy rises and the region k? > QR enters the theory the large

kr perturbative region can consistently mix with the "low &r" Critical Pomeron theory and

all physical significance for the the transverse momentum cut-off disappears.

The most attractive possibility is that the new "strong-interaction'' momentum scale

QR is in fact the electroweak scale. A flavor doublet of color sextet quarks is just right to

saturate the asymptotic freedom constraint for QCD i.e.

(jV* = 6) + [Nj = 2) *-* N] = 16.

If the sextet quarks have conventional electroweak quantum numbers, then the QCD breaking

of the sextet SU(2) chiral symmetry directly brt iks20'21 the electroweak symmetry. The

Goldstone Boson "sextet pions" become longitudinal W's and Z's. This has the following

implications

i) Mw ~ -̂ 6 - where F6 is the sextet chiral constant

ii) there is strong (QCD) production of W+W~ and Z°Z° pairs22

iii) the electroweak-scale is a QCD scale and so is a new threshold in the strong interaction

iv) that minijets produce a large real part is a fore-runner of the coming real threshold

v) at energies well above the electroweak scale multiple W and Z production etc. will

mix with minijet production and give a unitary rising total cross-section—the Critical

Pomeron!!

11
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